
Monday 18th January 2021-Primary 7  

 

 

Watch PE with Jo LIVE at 9am 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCAxW1XT0iEJo0TYlRfn6rYQ 

 
Phew! That was hard work. Have a drink and get ready for maths. 

 

Numeracy Starter: Times Table Practice 

Diamonds: https://royalmileprimary.files.wordpress.com/2021/01/speed-

tables-diamonds-week-2.pdf 

Stars: https://royalmileprimary.files.wordpress.com/2021/01/speed-tables-

stars-week-2.pdf 

Answers: 

Diamonds: https://royalmileprimary.files.wordpress.com/2021/01/speed-

table-diamonds-answers-week-2-1.png 

Stars: https://royalmileprimary.files.wordpress.com/2021/01/speed-tables-

stars-answers-week-2.pdf 

Demonstrate the relationship between fractions and decimals. 

Watch the clip to remind you how fractions, decimals and 

percentages can be the same.  
https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/class-clips-video/maths-ks2-decimal-dance-off-

1-structure-of-fractions-decimals-and-percentages/z6x8qp3 

Diamonds: https://royalmileprimary.files.wordpress.com/2021/01/diamonds-

fractions-decimals-and-percentages.pdf 

Stars: https://royalmileprimary.files.wordpress.com/2021/01/stars-fractions-

decimals-and-percentages.pdf 

This week, the challenge is quite challenging! Bear in mind that a 

fraction is the top divided by the bottom (1/2 is 1 ÷2) and that 

should help you solve them. 

Challenge: https://royalmileprimary.files.wordpress.com/2021/01/challnge-

decimals-and-fractions.pdf 

Answers:  

Diamonds: https://royalmileprimary.files.wordpress.com/2021/01/diamonds-

fractions-decimals-and-percentages-answers.png 

Stars: https://royalmileprimary.files.wordpress.com/2021/01/stars-answers-

fractions-decimals-and-percentages.pdf 

Challenge: https://royalmileprimary.files.wordpress.com/2021/01/challnge-

answers-decimals-and-fractions.pdf 
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Plenary: On Education City-Class Work-Fractions, Decimals and 

Percentages there are activities and learn screens to help you 

practise. You do not have to do all of them, you can choose!  

 
Refuel! Now would be a good time to have a snack and a drink 

 

ERIC stands for Everyone Reading In Class. You may choose to read 

a few pages of your chapter book, or maybe a family member could 

read you a story. Your teacher may have even put a video of someone 

reading a story on your blog. 

 

Spelling: Have a look at the list below and choose one for this week. 

https://royalmileprimary.files.wordpress.com/2021/01/week-15-spelling-

words.pdf 

Blue Group-check out Ms Finlayson’s blog: 

https://royalmileprimary.com/category/support-for-learning/  

To find the meanings of our spelling words.  

Use an online dictionary to help you.  Write out each word and the 

meaning beside it.  

Reading: Assembly Task on Martin Luther King.  

To reflect on the speech of Martin Luther King Jr. and think about 

what I would like to change for the better.  

This is a subtitled version of his speech.  
https://www.youtube.com/watch_popup?v=_O4kv6zypPQ 

What do you think they key messages of his speech are? Consider 

these as you explore the next task.  

Click on the link for the SWAY to take you to the reading task.  

https://sway.office.com/DHohtn3M5kBHHz3r?ref=Link 

Can you write your ‘dream’ for the future in a cloud shape like the 

one on the sway. There is a template for you to use if you would like. 

https://royalmileprimary.files.wordpress.com/2021/01/dream-cloud.pdf 

 Share your dreams by email or on TEAMS. 

 
What a busy morning! Time to refresh our brains and bodies. 

 

Royal Mile Primary Creativity Class 
Watch the clip in the centre of the grid and choose 

an activity to try. We would love to see what you 

create!  
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The shoes in the shop 

seemed magical. Can you 

design the ultimate shoe? 

It could be full of magic 

and have amazing powers. 

Or it could be a new 

invention which can help 

the person wearing them do 

amazing things. Draw/make 

your amazing design and 

explain what makes it 

special.  

Can you recreate the 

setting for the story, for 

example the shoe shop, 

street or shoe truck? You 

could:  

• Draw it and colour it 

in.  

• Make it using 

cardboard and junk.  

• Draw it on an iPad or 

tablet using Paint or 

another app.  

• Make it in 

plasticine/play 

dough. 

• Make your own 

setting for a story 

with your toys.  

As you watch the video, 

can you identify the 

feelings of the 

characters? Use the 

images to help you.  
https://royalmileprimary.files.
wordpress.com/2021/01/emoti
on-board-pdf.pdf  

Watch it again and point 

to the emotion.  

Or draw a picture 

showing all the emotions 

felt-use colour and 

pictures to illustrate the 

feelings. 

The newcomer stole sales 

by putting on special 

offers. Can you work out 

the new prices of the items 

below?  
https://royalmileprimary.files.
wordpress.com/2021/01/probl
em-solving.pdf  

https://www.youtube.com/w

atch_popup?v=fEUwBMThY

1w 

 

 
 

The music takes the 

place of talking in this 

story. Listen to the 

music without watching 

the video and see if you 

can guess what is 

happening.  

Listen again-can you 

make up your own story 

to go with the music?  

As the music changes, can 

you make up your own dance 

steps/moves to match the 

tone?  

Alternatively, imagine the 

music that the shoemaker 

and his shoes could play at 

a celebration party at the 

end. Pick an upbeat song 

Can you act like the 

character at key points in 

the story? Think about body 

language, gestures and 

expression. Now pretend to 

be:  

• The shoemaker when 

he can’t find 

customers in the 

rain.  

Imagine this story as an 

audiobook. Can you write 

a script for it and 

explain what is happening 

for your listener?  

What do you think the 

two characters would say 

to each other? What 

might the shoes say? 
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you like and dance to 

celebrate as they would.   

• The lady when she 

sees the shoe in the 

window.  

• The new shoe seller 

with the magic shoes 

on.  

Can you think of more? 


